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SOUNDINGS
j
MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY
DATE: THURSDAY, JANUARY 26, 1989
TIME: 7:30
PLACE: FISHER LECTURE HALL, HOPKINS MARINE STATION, PACIFIC GROVE
SPEAKER: NANCY BLACK
TOPIC: THE BEHAVIOR OF PACIFIC WHITE-SIDED DOLPHINS IN MONTEREY BAY
The Pacific White-sided dolphin Is the most abundant cetacean along the northern and
central California coast. This species exhibits diverse behaviors and can be extremely
acrobatic. Nancy Black Is studying these dolphins for her master's thesis at Moss Landing
JVlarine Laboratories. She w1l1 present an excellent slide show, possibly inclUding video
tape, of her findings during the past 18 months of research In the Monterey Bay area. She
will also give an overview of the other members of the genus Lagenorhynchus. Nancy was
the recipient of a grant from the Monterey chapter of the American Cetacean Society.
She has also participated In Shearwater Journeys' p!~tform. of o~ortun,lty program.
JAN'18 1989 HUfK1NS MA1"U1~ ~lh"vN .LHUiAIU
COMMENTS ON OIL DRILLING SOUGHT
The U.S. Department of the Interior has extended the Call for Information on the offshore
oil Lease Sale 119. Those interested in submitting their comments on the proposed lease
sale may do so until February 2. Lease Sale 119 would open up 1.7 million acres to
offshore oil drilling, from the Monterey-San Luis Obispo county line to the Sonoma-
Mendocino county line. As many as 20 platforms, each with from 50 to 70 wells, could be
constructed.
central Coast OCS Lease Sale 119 includes some of the most wildlife-rich waters on the
Pacific Coast. Indeed, areas as biologially important and productive as those adjacent to
the Gulf of the Farallones National Marine Sanctuary, which includes one of the most
important seabird breeding colonies in the continental United States, could go on the
auction block by March, 1991. Tracts could be ieased as ciose as 3 miles offshore along
the San Mateo and Santa Cruz coasts near Ano Nuevo State Reserve, the wild and windy
haven of the massive northern elephant seal whose spectacular recovery has been one of
nature's most heralded survival stories.
While the lease offering stops just short of Monterey Bay itself, there is no question that
offshore oil drilling on its very rim places the Bay's rich tapestry of marinelife in great
jeopardy. In truth, a glance at the map reveals Monterey Bay positioned as a great
catcher's mitt which would be at the receiving end of oil spills occuring off Santa Cruz, San
Mateo or San Francisco counties.
Public comments may be sent to Dr. Lisle Reed, Regional Manager Paclfic OCS, 1340 West
Sixth St., Los Angeles, CA 90017. Also write to: Chief, Offshore Leasing Management
Division, Minerals Management Service, Department of the Interior, 18th and C Streets,
N. W., Washington, D.C. 20240. Envelopes should be marked, "Comments on Lease Sale
119."
-Reprinted in part from "The Otter Raft" Number 40.
COASTWATCH
You are urged to send for a free subscription to "Coastwatch," a quarterly journal designed
to prOVide the public with information on oes Lease Sale 119, available from the central
Coast Regional Studies Program, 116 New Montgomery St., Suite 910, San Francisco, CA
94105. (415/243-8003).
THE BOTTLENOSE DOLPHIN IN THE WILD, A NEW BOOKLET
liThe Bottlenose Dolphin in the Wild", a new booklet by Dr. Susan H. Shane of West Coast
Whale Research Foundation, is illustrated with 18 color and 15 black and white photos
taken by the author during her 15 years of research on bottlenose dolphins in Texas,
Florida, and California. This book provides the reader with basic information on dolphin
behavior, ecology and social organization. (48 pages). TO ORDER: For each book make
checks for $4.95 + $1.00 for shipping(in CA add 6% sales tax) payable to S.H. Shane & send
to: DOLPHIN BOOK, P.O. BOX 472, FELTON, CA 95018.
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MARINE MAMMAL SIGHTINGS - NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER 1988
The following table includes marine mammal sigbtings plus additional species and art ploUed on thf
chart of Monterey Bay by the chart code listed on the table.
CHART
SPECIES CODE DATE ' ANIMALS SIGHTED BY
AH.FB
$hI
Sbj2
2·3
2
10/30/88
11111/88
11/27/88HI
BI
82
O.ap'act
W••I,
One bumpback appeared to be harassed by White-sided dolpbins causing the wbale to trumpet blo,,·
on 11127. On 11/26. 12· were seen in the Cordell Bant area off Bodega Bay. an indication of bow
late tbis species remains off our coast. Outside of our area to the south. 3 individuals were in the
passage between San Misuel and Santa 80sa Islands in the Oest Week of Dec. (ro)
BI.e
W••I,
"Iat, MI 10/3/88 'i 8T
Wb.I, M2 10/29/88 I CC
M3 12/10188 I m
Gray Wlaale
A small individual. probably a yearling. was inside the telp bed at Hopkins Marine Station on Oct
29 and thougbt to be feeding, (BH) On Noy 16. a small individual at Otter Pt.• Pacific Grove (B&jH)
and another at Granite Canyon. Bia Sur on Nov 19. (MH) On Dec 7. a lona dead. 35' animal ashore
near Scott Creek Beach. $anta Cruz. (NC) On Dec II, a small whale entered tbe kelp bed between
Hopkins Marine Station and Lover', Pi" pumc Grove and exhibited feeding behaYiQr. (AB)
Spera 51 11121/88 I DG
Wlaal,
This whale was amona a large school of White-sided dolphins, Ibis species is rarely reported cJose
to shore.
On. 0 I ~/9/88 ~-6 jC
02 6/2..188 2 males jC
03 JO/21/88 2 OS
01 III 19/88 I male KS
05 11/27/&8 I $hJ
06 12/1188 i(J male) NL
07 1219188 3(2 males) HA
08 12/18/88 6 LO.JBW
On 11/27. one orca was seen actively moving with a group or 8 Rlsso's dolpbins (R4) and 10 wblt~­
sided dolohlns (W I),
001,'10 PacUic White-sided (W). Risso's (R) and Northern rigbt whale dolphins (N) are
Species frequently seen tOjether so they are included in one section.
~ RI 11/11/88 12 $hJ82 111I'V88 25 $hj~. R3.NI 11/1'1/88 18R,ION $hJ=-- R5 11/27/88 6 $hJ~ R6 11/27188 6 $hJ
W2 12/1/88 1000 NB
W3 1213/88 50 NB
( W".N2 12111/88 800W.100N $hJ~:~.W5.N3 :~~:~~:: ::OR,800W.400N ~~TJ
W6.N4 12129/88 900W.300N Sbj
A single bottlenose dolphin was video-taped While bow riding with white-sided and Northern rigbt
whale dolphins oUshore on 12/11. Outside of our area to tbe south. a school entered Santa Monica
Harbor in early Det and bad to be heeded out. (TD)
Betlle••ae BN 1 11/22188 25 JH
O.I,lIi. BN2 12111/88 13 TO
BN3 12/13/88 20 JH
BN4 12128188 20 JM
At tbe end of NOV. I I were Seen 10 miles soutb or pae;iOca. san Mateo Co. and sb(J!n 00 n. 7 TV.c..... CI 12/30/88 ..00 AB
O.I.lal.
Oall·. ,.,.,.lle
Observed in tbe usual places in small numbers includin8 a cow/caJ( pair on Dec 12. (NB.1 U
callfor.la sea LioD
300 animals on Monterey Breakwater Nav 14 (Shj). The Leptospirosis epidemic continued and caused
the death of matly. 15 and 8 were picked up in the Monterey area Sepr atld Oct respectively atld
transferred to Calif, Marine Mammal Ctnwr(CMMC). (Monterey Co. SPCA)
.ortller. Eleplaut seal
One ashore Pebble Beach Sept I was translerred to CMMC. 2 ashore moltina for about 10 days at
Cyoress Pt. in early pec. (BHu)
Barltor Seal
One subadult with IlIInet necklace at HQokins Marine Station. Nov 21. (AB)
$eOllae,.. Sea OUer
As Qf Nov IS. 29 had been captured and translocated to san Nicholas Island in phase 2 of the
reintroduction (USFWS). On Dec 22. an 8 Ib otter pup became separated from its mother in
exceptionally high surf and headed near Pt. Lobos. The female patrolled bact and forth beyond the
breakers, PI. Lobos rangers jerry Loomis and Glen McGowen. using a zodiac inflatable carried the
pup throuRh tbe surf. placed it in tbe water and watcbed mother and pUD reunjte.
Pac lfic Leatl~erltlCt 'urlle
The Qbservation Qf 2 Qffshore from Pacifica, San Mateo Co, Oct 31 (NB) brought tQ an end a
remarkable series Qf observations (rQm central Camornia. perhaps unprecedented.
• laite Slaart
A 16-18 footer was Qbserved 20' from a skiff as it feed on the remains of a lacae DinniDed 300 yds,
orr Pt. Lobos on Oct 30, (etC)
Butla. nart
This species apPearS to have sone unreported in the Bay thjs Year (AB, IC. Sb I. RT)
NQteworthy during this period are lWO reports of apparent feeding behavior in Gray Wbales in
Monterey Bay, Sperm whales are rarely reported nearshore so even one sigbtina is nOleworthy. There
were especially good showinas by Orca and Boltlenose dolphins, especially tbe northward eXlensions
10 San Mateo Co, of Tursiops.
Acknowledaements: Thants are due to Shearwater Journeys and Nancy Black for supplying so many
reports this year and to stippers Richard Ternullo and David Lemon for collecting mammal and bird
reporlS 00 their sport fisbina trips. The combined caverase reported in Soundin8s during the past
five years. since january 1984 could not have been accomplished without the cooperation of many.
The accumulated observations mate Monterey Bay's marine mammal fauna Qne of the besr studied in
the world. Thanks also to Alan Baldridae fQr compiling sigbtings for the pastyears.~
Conlributors: HA-H, Ayers. Sportfisher; AD-A, Baldridge; NB-N. Black: FB-F.Buskirt; JC-J,
Christmann; JCo-J. Covell; NC-N. Crane; CC-C, Cureton; TD-T. Dohl: IF-T, farrell: DG-D. Goley: AH-
A. Hasleline: MH-M. Harris: B&jH-B&J. Head: JH-J, Heine:BHo-B. Hopkins: BHu-B. Huettman; TJ-T.
jefferson: NL-N. Lemon: JM-J. Mariani; LO-L. Oliver; 0 Sha-D. Shake. Aloho; Shj-Shearwater
Journeys; KS-K. Stagnaro: RT-R, Ternullo. Pt. Sur Clipper: JBW-J.B. Williamson. Siahlinas compiled
by Alan BaJdridae and Nancy Black,
Remembering Cindy Hazard, ACS Secretary
Cindy Hazard, Monterey chapter secretary, was killed in a car accident on Highway 1
during the evening of December 8th. The thing we remember most about Cindy is that she
cared. It wasn't that she just cared about people and animals and causes and the world,
she did something about them. She worked independently, doing what needed to be done
and things were better because she was there to care.
For ACS, she was secretary for three years. The minutes, reports, letters, and many
miscellaneous words were writen efficiently and without expectation of praise. We hope
we sometimes told her how really well she did her work for ACS.
Cindy cared about animals in many ways. She was one of the original "otter sitters" at
the Aquarium. Soon after, she became a volunteer with Beachwatch. When we called
her about a sea lion, or a seal, or 26 harbor seal mothers and pups on the beach in April, we
knew she'd say "I can't go til 5:00, but I'll be there right after work. It was more than
"after work" once when Beachwatch volunteers stayed up all night monitoring the
breathing patterns of a stranded dolphin as it held on to life in a tank at the Aquarium.
Cindy, tired but exultant that it had lived through the night, said that she felt privileged to
have shared a part of the experience. We have many memories of Cindy on the beach,
with ocean swells breaking at her feet and the sun going down on another task where an
animal had been helped.
ACS has lost a loyal friend. The Blind and Visually Impaired Center in Pacific Grove
where Cindy was administrator, counsellor, teacher and friend to so many people
throughout Monterey County, has lost a plllar of strength and compassion. Her family has
asked that gifts in her memory be sent to the Blind and Visually Impaired Center at 225
Laurel Avenue, Pacific Grove 93950. Our deepest sympathy is extened to her husband
Ernie, and son Josh.-Esta Lee Albright and Sheila Balbridge
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YOU CAN JOIN THE
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY
__ Active, $25
__ Foreign, $30
(in U.S. Currency)
Name _
Address _
City _
State Zip, _
You can give membership to a friend!
We'll send a card in your name to:
Name _
Address, _
City State__ Zip__
Amount From _
Expires Signature _
Return to Membership Secretary, The American Cetacean
Society, Post Office Box 2639. San Pedro, CA 90731
Type of Membership:
__ Patron, $500
__ Contributing, $250
__Supporting, $75
SOUNDINGS
MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIE'IY
"Sea Otters" by Morten Solberg, courtesy of Greenwich Workshop
DATE: THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1989
TIME:~
PLACE: . LECTURE HALL, HOPKINS MARINE STATION,' PACIFIC GROVE
~KER: RACHEL T. SAUNDERS
TOPIC: "The., eotelJ'JClllIIe:iJlBll:1r?r:iT!!:r.~=fiiiiinepj;~Mammp_a;I;S.an:;d_se_aiiibiiiiir.ds_Filaifili9r&milllriiO.f.fiiiisb.o;;f.e.O_i!
Activities Along the"centr:rt:lnOfDfa Uii&t:*
Gt; C'
All populations of marine mammals and birds that frequent the waters off central
California are, to some extent, vulnerable to the impacts associated with the development
of offshore 011 and gas resources. Rachel will give us a "snapshot" of some of the
resource riches at stake along the central coast and highlight some of the hazards
associated with offshore 011 activity. Rachel has worked as the Staff Biologist for
Friends of the Sea Otter for the past 5 years. She also assisted the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service in the translocation of sea otters to San Nicolas Island in late 1987.
DEADLINE FOR NEXT SOUNDINGS ISSUE: FEBRUARY 23 Send articles to Debra
Love Shearwater, P.O. Box 1445, Soquel, CA 95073
ACS WHALE TRIP A SUa:ESS
The Monterey Bay Chapter of the American Cetacean Society held its annual Gray Whale
trip on January 8, 1989. Eighty-one adults and children arrived for an early 7 a.m.
departure to make the trip to Point Pinos in search of the migrating California Gray
Whales. The group was not dissappointed for at least a dozen of these 35 foot, mottled
gray mammals came within 50 yards of the charter boat, "Top Gun." Alan Baldridge,
heading up the naturalist services on board, told the group that this time of year it is not
uncommon for 200 or more animals to pass Pt. Pinos in a 24 hour period. jerry Loomis and
Jud Vandevere also assisted Alan in interpreting the sea life along the shores of Monterey
Bay. Monterey SportFishing, under the management of Benji Shake, offered the vessel for
the exclusive use of our local chapter. The proceeds of nearly $1100 will fund the
Chapter's research grants and educational programs for the upcoming year.
-jim Willoughby
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DATE: THURSDAY, MAROI 30, 1989
TIME: 7:30
PLACE: FISHER LECTURE HALL, HOPKINS MARINE STATION, PACIFIC GROVE
SPEAKER: STACY KIM
TOPIC: DIVING UNDER THE ANTARcrIC ICE
In November 1988 the "Benthic Bubs," a research group at Moss Landing Marine Labs,
traveled to McMurdo Station, Antarctica, to examine the effects of pollution on marine
benthic communities. The trash was interesting, a bit frightening, and fortunately, well
contained. There was also a wealth of beautiful undisturbed scenery, both above and below
water, to photograph. The land is barren, a study in black and white, not even lichens
relieve the starkness. Below the surface of the Ice, the ocean is bursting with life, both
familiar and strange. Creatures one is used to seeing are changed in small ways, just
enough to make them unfamiliar and eXciting. As a whole, the ecosystem is very different,
though pieces of it fall readily into place. Compare and constrast this "pristine"
environment with our local marine habitat, and the effects of human disturbance on each•.
DEADLINE for submissions for next newsletter is March 30. Please send submissions to
Debra Shearwater" ~~P..Clx 1445, Soquel, CA 95073. dllD 1 ( _B'lIC!r~ ~1A:iQ~~E Si~TI~N~ .,.n
WORKSHOP ADOlIT HARBOR SEALS
Aprll 6, Thursday, 7:30 pm, at Fisher Hall, Hopkins Marine Station.
(Sponsored by Beachwatch, a program of the Monterey Bay Chapter of ACS)
The workshop will Include Instructions and scheduling for all volunteers. A special feature
will be a slide presentation and new "fact sheet" by Alan Baldridge.
This trainIng event is to prepare for harbor seal pupping time. Every year, about the second
week in Aprll, harbor seals give birth on beaches at Cypress Point, Fanshell Beach, and
other sItes along our coast. In Pebble Beach, the puppIng areas are highly impacted by
tourists, which has led to IncIdents unfortunate for the seals. Pebble Beach authorIties
have pledged protection for puppIng sItes this year. Tourists will be channeled to Cypress
Point Lookout, where seals can be watched but not disturbed. It's a charming, interesting
view of mothers and pups, and Beachwatch volunteers can enjoy educational docent duty
with a minimum of discipline work toward overzealous publIc.
We expect to be at Cypress Point during daylIght hours everyday for about six weeks.
Volunteers will sign up for two-hour shifts. Docents and guides from other natural history
sites (Elkhorn Slough, Monterey Bay Aquarium, Pt. Lobos) are invited to join us for pupping
time this year. Attendance at the April 6 workshop Is mandatory for temporary volunteers.
Call Esta Lee Albright at 375-1658 for more information.
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MARINB MAMMAL SIGHTINGS - FEBRUARY 1989
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY
Smnla Cruz
MARINE MAMMAL SIGTHINGS - FEBRUARY 1989 (includes some additional sightings for Dec. , Jan.)
Noteworthy during the period were the exceptional nwnber of Orca sighlings, the continued presence of Bottlenose
Dolphins along beaches of the northeastern Bay, the winter residence of large school(s) of Common Dolphins and the
multiple stranding of Risso's Dolphin on the Big Sur coast
The folowing table includes marine mammal sightings plotted on the chart of Monterey Bay by the chart code listed on
the table.
SPECIES CHART CODE DATE 'ANIMALS SIGHTED BY
Gny Whale
Migration appeared to peak between Dec. 28 and Jan. 6 at Granite Canyon (MH) and off Pacific Grove 12·14 Jan.
Cow/calf pairs were reponed near Asilomar on Jan 6 (RK), on Jan 19 (RT) and close to Cannery Row, Monterey on Feb
2 <NC). Courting activity involving 2·3 animals was seen from shore at 3 locations from Pt. Lobos to Hopkins
Marine Station, Pacific Grove, between Jan 13-21 (JW). A courting pair was off Hopkins on Jan 24 (AB). Two small
whales on Feb 18 were the last of the southboWld animals (ELA).
Bottlenose Dolphin
Repeated sightings of perhaps the same group(s), ranging from Ft. Ord to N. Santa Cruz Co.
BNl 12/11/8 12-13 1D
BN2 12/13/8 ~ JH
BN3 12/17/8 10-12 JM
BN4 If3/89 7 SC
BNS 1/8/89 7-9 1D
BN6 2(1/89 6-12 PW
BN7 2(9(89 8-9 11
Common Dolphin
Cl 12f30188 300-400 AD
There were at least seven subsequent sightings of large schools in the area of Hopkins "A" Buoy and Oucr Pt., Pacific
Grove up till Feb 18 (AB,B&JH,OL,RT,NB).
Pac:lrlc: White-Sided Dolphin
PI
P2
P3
P4
PS
P6
Risso's Dolphin &
Northern Rlgbt Wbale
Dolphin
Rl
R2
R3,Nl
1/12,14,15189
2/8/89
2/11/89
2115,16/89
2/l0/89
2/l6{89
1/15/88
1(28/88
2/13/89
3~OO
SOO
800-100
400-S00
2000
2000
600
8
(/J
MH
m
TJ,AB
NB
RT
m
AB.OS
ELA
N
Dall's Porpoise
The only report received was 10 animals 3 miles west of Pt. Pinos on Feb 18 (ELA) although they were no doubt
present in the usual locations.
California Sea Lion
On Dec. 29, there were 400 on the Monterey Breakwater and 600·700 there Jan 15 (AB).
Contributors: ELA-E.L. Albright, AB-A. Baldridge, ESB-E.S. Baldridge,iNB-N• Black, NC-N. Crane, SC-S. Cerchio,
TO-T.Dohl, TP-T. Parrell, TO-T. Ohio, MH-M. Harris, B&JH·B&J. Head, JH-J. Heine, RJ·R. Jameson, TJ-T.
Jefferson, RK·R. Kraus. DL-O. Lemon, JM·I. Mariani, JR-J. Robinette, SR·g. Rutherford, OS-D. Shearwater, RT-R.
Temullo, N·J. Vandevere, PW·P. Watwood.
Northern Elephant Seal
On Jan. 26,172 cOWlted between Oorda and Cape San Martin (including 64 pups, RJ) in extteme sw Monterey Co.
Bonus Species
Oreen Turtle. On Feb. 12, a moribund individual was remeved from a kelp tangle in Partington Cove, Big Sur llJld
brought to Monterey Bay Aquarium. Here it revived in partially heated water llJld proved to be an adult male about 4' in
length and about 100 Ibs in weight. It will be laken to San Diego for release at some future date. It was fOWld by B.
Tershey and D. Breese. No records from this area were known to me during the last 20 years (AB).
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DATE: TIlURSDAY, APRIL 27, 1989
TIME: 7:30
PLACE: FISHER LECTURE HALL, HOPKINS MARINE STATION, PACIFIC GROVE
S'EAKER: STEVE WEBSTER
TOPIC: MARINE MMNALS AND THE EX:OLOGY OF THE SFA OF OORTEZ
Steve Webster is the education director of the Monterey Bay Aquarium. He went down to
the Sea of Cortez during collecting expeditions for the Aquarium's new exhibit. The Sea
of Cortez is a very rich and productive area. Many species of marine mammals can be
found there, Common dolphins, Bottlenose dolphins, Blue, Fin and Brydes whales. In
addition, many species of seabirds, fishes and invertebrates inhabit this area. Steve will
discuss the interelationships among these organisms in the Sea of Cortez. I~f. ,~~
DEADLINE FOR NEXT SOUNDINGS: APRIL 27. Send to Debra Shearwater, P.O. Box
1445, Soquel, CA 95073 ROPl'<f\\\'S' roiAQ\N@ 5l'AyVOOm~
HARBOR PORPOISE/GILL NET INTERACfION IN MONTEREY BAY
In the past seven weeks an alarming number of harbor porpoises have been killed in gill
nets. As part of the marine mammal stranding program at Moss Landing Marine
Laboratories, we have examined 22 dead porpoises on Monterey Bay beaches, and had
reports of an additional 4 others (as of April 9). Most of these porpoises had evidence of
gill net entanglement, with net marks around their head, dorsal and pectoral fins and
flukes. Fish and Game, with limited observations has observed 10 dead porpoises in gill
nets as the fishermen pulled the nets in. Sea otters, elephant seals, sea lions, birds and a
common dolphin have been killed in nets in recent weeks as well.
Harbor porpoises are found in both the southern and northern Bay, determined from
harbor porpoise surveys conducted by Jay Barlow of the National Marine Fisheries Service.
Nearly half the porpoises washed up on beaches were found in the southern Bay. The
number of porpoises in the Bay is likely to be about 200 to 300 (based on a central
California estimate of 1,850). With 36 known dead and given that at least 2-3 times that
many have probably been killed, a significant proportion of the population has been
affected.
Harbor porpoises are seen year-round in Monterey Bay and are likely to be resident In
the Bay. Barlow has suggested porpoise populations may comprise many different stocks.
Monterey Bay may have a single stock of porpoises that do not mix with animals from other
areas. If the porpoise mortality continues at this rate, the animals in Monterey Bay could
be wiped-out (or driven out) as they apparently have been in Morro Bay, San Francisco
Bay, Puget Sound, parts of the Bay of Fundy, Canada, and other areas of the world.
In order to protect the porpoises, the entire Monterey Bay should be closed to 40
fathoms to gill nets. As of April 9, an emergency closure is being considered from Ft. Ord
to Waddell Creek. A public hearing will be conducted in a few weeks. The public can help
by attending the hearing and writing letters to Henry Mello and Sam Farr asking for a
perminant closure of the Bay. PLEASE ATTEND PUBLIC HEARING
-Nancy Black, MLML '
HARBOR MASTER'S OFFICE, MOSS LANDING APRIL 20, 10:00am,
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(we TO MEET IN SAN DIEGO IN JUNE
For the first time since 1971, when it met in Washington, D.C., the International
Whaling Commission will hold its annual meeting this year in the United States. The 41st
meeting of the 40-member international body for the regulation of whaling, established by
treaty in 1946, but not formally operative until 1949, will take place in San Diego,
California, from Monday June 12 to Friday June 16. The vitally important Scientific
Committee of the IWC will hold a two-week meeting prior to the Commission's meeting,
from May 20 to June 2, also in San Diego, and during the week of June 5 there will be
meetings of a number of technical working groups and sub-committees. Key issues to be
discussed at this year's meeting of the IWC will be the still thorny question of "scientific
research" whaling and the status of the "comprehensive assessment" of the effects of the
Commission's 1982 commercial whaling moratorium decision on whale stocks. The IWC
Schedule of zero catch limits from all stocks, "based upon the best scientific advice. "The
Cetacean Society International believes it would be desirable to have added to the 1989
IWC Annual Meeting Agenda a new Item concerning "Moral and Ethical Considerations in
Whale Management." Ten years ago, in 1979, the IWe Agenda included an item on
"Consideration of the Ethics of Killing Cetaceans." CSI believes that it would be logical
and appropriate now for the Commission once again to give some consideration to this
matter, in light of current circumstances. - From Cetacean Society International
Newsletter
MARINE MAWttAL SIGHrINGS - MAROI 1989
Compiled by Alan Baldridge
Noteworthy during the period were the observations of Gray whales feeding on krill, the
exceptional number of Orca sightings and the continued presence of large numbers of
common dolphins in the Bay and adjacent waters. The most alarming facts are those
surrounding the unprecedented numbers of harbor porpoises drowned in glll or trammel nets
(36 known dead, most with gill net eVidence), assocIated with the halibut fishery in
Monterey Bay.
The following table includes marine mammal sightings plotted on the chart of Monterey Bay
by the chart code listed on the table.
Gray Whale
None was reported from Moss LandIng or Pajaro Dunes during the southerly migration and
none there so far during the northward passage. The first northbound whales seen were at
Granite Canyon, Rocky Pt., Big Sur on Feb. 16, where they appeared to peak March 16-22
(MH). At that location on Feb. 25, courting pairs and trIos had 20 Pacific whIte-sided
dolphins interacting with them. The Grays were seen to fluke slap, pec slap, and spy hop.
On March 15, 3 courting groups of 2-3 animals were 5 miles west of Cypress Pt., Pebble
Beach, each attended and "buzzed" by 5-6 white-sides (part of a school of 100) (jV). Two
courting whales were buzzed by 10 Dall's porpoises 4.5 miles west of Moss Landing on
March 19 (RT). The first observatIons of Grays feeding on krlll were provIded on March
24, one whale workIng a krill patch 1 mUe west of Cypress Pt. (RT) and 3-4 whales the next
day surface skimming through the denest concentrations of krill 2 miles west of Pt. Joe,
Pebble Beach, In 40 fathoms. Close-up observatIons contInued for an hour (NL).
SJECIfS CHART CODE DATE #ANIMALS OBSERVER
MlDke Wh81e
NB
LO
MH
RT
2,000
150
25
100
2/26/89
3/6/89
3/8/89
3/18/89
c Wlllte-ilded dOIjiIiIii
PI
P2
P3
P4
Cl 2/24/89 200 AB
C2 2/27/89 500 AB
C3 3/3/89 200-300 AB
C4 3/6/89 100 AB
C5 3/9/89 100-200 AB
C6 3/15/89 200-300 AB
03/19/89 1,200 Tj
C8 3/23/89 200 AB,B&jH
C9 3/15/89 2,000 jV
ThIs species is rarely gillnetted in our area but a large adult male was dead on the beach at
Monterey Dunes Colony near Moss Landing, haVing died this way. Specimen to Moss
~ding Marine Labs on March 3 (NB).
A long dead adult female was at Zmudowskl State Beach, Moss Landing on March 12.
Stomach contents saved (NB).
RIim'. DOJPb.ID
Rl
R2
R3
R4
R5
Norihei'D Rliht Wb8Ie DOJPhlD
Nl
3/5/89
3/10/89
3/10/89
3/21/89
3/26/89
3/26/89
15-20
10-15
100
10
100
20
GM
RT
RT
RT
NB
NB
Bottleoose Dolpbln
This species remained in the area despite the cooling temperatures. 5-6 moved south of
Moss Landing MarIne Labs, in the breakers, on March 20 (ESB).
DalI'a Porpoise
Small groups were reported from the usual places along canyon edges (RT).
Harbor Seal
A stillborn premature pup wIth placenta attached was found between Lover's Point and
Otter Point, Pacific Grove on March I (MCSPCA - specimen to MBA). A second premature
pup, thIs one alIve, was found at Cypress Pt. in Pebble Beach on March 23. It was taken to
CMMC (BH, MCSPCA)
Bonus SpecIes
Vellella (By-the-wind-saller) first report of the year on March 27 along south rim of
canyon (RT).
ContrIbutors: AB-A.BaldrIdge,ESB-E.S.Baldridge,NB-N.Black,CO-C.Oennle,MH-
M.HarrIs,B&JH-B&j.Head,BH-B.Huettman,Tj-T.jefferson,GK-G.Kruse,NL-N.Lemon,GM-
G. Meyer,LO-L.OUver,RT-R.Ternullo,LU-L.Uttal,jV-j.Vandevere,jBW-j.B.WlIUamson.
MARINE MNoNAL S1GHnNOS - MONTEREY BAY - MAROI 191.
Santa CrUl
TELEG~ and LElTERS NEEDED NOW for ALASKA'S SEA OlTERS!
It has been several weeks since the tanker Exxon Valdez spilled huge quantities of oil
into Prince William Sound - a pristine area which is home to roughly 8,000 sea otters - the
most vulnerable to oil of all marine mammals.
But the federal government has still not mobilized many of its own trained personnel in
California who are experienced in capturing, transporting and caring for wild sea otters in
captivity and who have also been closely involved In oil spill contingency planning for these
animals.
Instead, the federal government which has the primary responsibillty for protecting
Alaska's sea otters, Is apparently leaVing life and death decisions affecting the animals up
to Exxon - a clear abdication of the government's mandate under the U.S. Marine Mammal
Protection Act.
Hundreds of sea otters may already have perished, thousands more are in danger. The
federal government must immediately mobilize all available resources for use in Alaska.
WHO MUSf WE PERSUADE TO GIVE ALASKA'S SEA OTTERS THE HELP THEY NEED?
Manuel Lujan, Secretary of InterIor, Attn: Steve Goldstein, Department of Interior,
Washington, D.C. 20240 (FAX 202/289-4714
William Reilly, AdmInistrator, EnvIronmental Protection Agency, Attn: Dan Esty, 401 M
Street, SW, Washington, D.C. 20460 (FAX 202/475-9365)
Walter Stieglitz, Regional Director, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1011 E. Tudor Road,
Anchorage, Alaska 99503 (FAX 907/271-4102)
Governor Steve Cowper, P.O. Box A, Juneau, Alaska 99811 (FAX 907/835-2257)
Frank Iarossl, PresIdent, Exxon ShippIng, P.O. Box 648, Valdez, Alaska 99686 (FAX
907/835-5560)
PLEASE WRITE OR WIRE THEM TODAY, URGE THEM TO:
1) ImmedIately bring all federal, state and private personnel who are trained in sea otter
capture, transport, rehabilitation and oil spill contingency planning to assist in Alaska.
2)Make protection of the sea otter population in Prince William Sound (and in any other
areas where the oil may go) a top priority for all government and private entities involved
In spill containment and clean-up.
3)Place first priority on protecting otters and otter habitats which have so far escaped the
oil by (J)attempting to prevent the oil from entering otter areas and (2)by capturing and
moving unoHed sea otters to areas that are safe from the spreading spill.
4)Make every effort to rescue and rehabilitate otters who have already been oiled.
For status updates, call (408)625-0ITR
Friends of the sea Otter has set up a fund to help with the costs involved in responding to
this tragedy. Tax-deductible contributions may be made payable to "FSO Alaska Oil Spill
Fund" and sent to P.O. Box 221220, Carmel, CA 93922 where they will be most gratefully
received. - From Friends of the sea Otter mailing.
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SOUNDINGS
MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY
DATE: THURSDAY, MAY 25, 1989
TIME: 7:30 P.M.
PLACE: FISHER LECfURE HALL, HOPKINS MARINE STATION, PACIFIC GROVE
SPEAKER: DR. CHRIS HARROLD
TOPIC: TRANSPORTATION OF MACROCYSllS THROUGH THE SUBMARINE
CANYON
Chris Harrold of the Research Department of the Monterey Bay Aquarium received his B.A.
and MeA. in biology from Stanford and has a PhD from Ucsc. From 1980 to 1985 Chris
studied kelp forest communities of San Nicholas Island in conjunction with the sea otter
transmigration project. Since 1985 he has been associated with the Research Department
of the Monterey Bay Aquarium, conducting long-term ecosystem studies of kelp forests of
the Monterey Peninsula.
The main focus of his illustrated talk will be on the potential ecological role that drifting
kelp and other algae that are produced in shallow, near-shore waters may play In the
ecology of the deep canyons and the sea off Monterey Bay. Both manned and unmanned
deep sea submarines have been used to support this research. Chris was actively Involved
In the research using ALVIN last October.
DEADLINE FOR NEXT SOUNDINGS: MAY 25. Se~d to Debra Shearwater, P.O. Box
1445, Soquel, CA 95073 HOPKINS WJUNE STATiON U1)!Vuu
1AA'i ~ 7 \989
Risso's Dolphin Live Stranding
Nancy Black and Tom Jefferson
On April ii, 5 Risso's Dolphins stranded alive at Garrapata State
Beach. They were reported by Conrad Wolfe to the Monterey County
SPCA. When the SPCA and researchers from Moss Landing Marine
Laboratories arrived, one dolphin had been pushed out to sea, and a
second animal was in the process of being pushed out. Sexes,
lengths and photos were taken of the remaining three before they
were also pushed back. The photos could be used to re-identify the
individuals at sea or upon subsequent restranding. Two of the three
remaining dolphins regained their equilibrium after a few minutes
and joined the others just outside the breakers. The last animal did
not re-orient in the water and was washed back to shore with the
waves. Several attempts were made to return this dolphin to sea
but were not successful!. The condition of the animal worsened
throughout the day and it became apparent the animal could not be
ret\Jrned to sea. These Risso's dolphins were all between 10-11',
and weighed 700+ pounds. Given the animal's condition and the
inaccessibility of the beach, it was necessary to euthanize the
dolphin. Since the April 11 stranding there have been no reports of
--beachedu .Risso's dolphins,a positive sign that may indicate the four
animals survived the stranding.
Mass strandings are very unusual for this area, and there are no
such incidences known of for at least the last 20 years in the
Monterey area. On January 2 of this year, 3 Risso's stranded alive in
an area very near to the recent stranding. There was also 2 live
Risso's that stranded in Southern California. Fortunately, for the
Monterey area, there are several organizations who respond
immediately to such strandings; including the Monterey County
SPCA, Beachwatch and American Cetacean Society volunteers, Moss
Landing Marine Labs, and Long Marine Lab in Santa Cruz (with a
holding facility for beached dolphins).
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ACS CHAPTER AWARD TO SCIENCE FAIR '89
Science Fair '89, the fifth annual Monterey County Science and
Engineering Fair, was held at the Monterey County Fairgrounds
April 7-10. Open to any county student in grades 6 through 12,
its purpose is to stimulate in young people an active interest in
science and engineering, to provide an educational experience,
and to give public recognition to talented students for the work
they have done.
This is the second year our Monterey Bay Chapter has offered a
Special Award. We gave a copy of Jacques Cousteau's book, Ocean
World, along with a Certificate of Merit. Last year's recipient
was Joel Holland from Robert Louis Stevenson School for his study
of Harbor Seals.
There were no appropriate marine mammal entries this year, so the
judges extended our award to the general field of ocean sciences.
The winner was Fernando Figueroa, a 17-year-old senior at Alisal
High School. His project was titled, "Changes in Physical
Characteristics of the Artemia Salina under Different Percentages
of Salinity." Fernando's investigation of brine shrimp began in
1987 while he was living in Puerto Rico and continued after he
moved to California in 1988. He compared Artemia Salina hatched
in water samples from the Caribbean Sea and Atlantic Ocean to
those hatched in water samples from the Pacific Ocean to
determine how the physi cal features of the brine shrimp change
depending on the salinity of the water. A potential application
for this type of research would be determining the best
conditions for laboratory culture of brine shrimp eggs, an
important food source for much marine life. Fernando's project
exhi b i ted super i or laboratory techniques. I t excelled in its
controlled conditions, precise measurement, and systematic
recording procedures. The work was carefully documented and
presented in a thoughtful report and attractive display with
excellent photographs. Fernando's work demonstrated a mastery of
the scholarship, care, and precision necessary for success as a
laboratory scientist. Fernando Figueroa's project also won
second prize in the Senior Zoology Division as well as a Special
Award from Eastman Kodak.
Other Special Awards for the natural sciences were offered by
Friends of the Sea Otter, Elkhorn Slough, and the Monterey Bay
Aquarium.
If our chapter wishes-to encourage future science projects
involving marine mammals, it would be helpful to offer some
suggestions for feasible projects to the teachers involved at
each school.
Our thanks should be offered to 3im Willoughby for acting as
liason with Science Fair '89 and making all arrangements for our
Special Award.
Submitted by Anne Bloxom, Secretary
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SOUNDINGS
THE JULY MEETING OF THE MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER OF THE AMERICAN
CETACEAN SOCIETY WILL BE HELD ON JULY 27, 1989 AT 7:30 P.M. THE
MEETING WILL TAKE PLACE AT FISHER HALL ON THE CAMPUS OF THE
HOPKINS MARINE STATION
ALASKAN OIL SPILL PANEL DISCUSSIQN AND SLIDE PRESENIION
ON MARCH 24, 1989 ONE OF THE LARGEST ENVIRONMENTAL DISASTERS
OF MODERN TIMES OCCURED. THE OIL TANKER EXXON VALDEZ WENT AGROUND
IN PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND DUMPING THOUSANDS OF TONS OF OIL INTOTHE
SOUNDS WATERS. NOW FOUR MONTHS LATER OUR MEMBERS CAN HEAR FIRST
HAND FROM A GROUP OF FOUR PANELIST THAT WILL SHARE WHAT THEY
LEARNED WHILE WORKING IN ALASKA. THE PANEL WILL BE COMPOSED OF
THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE: ALAN BALDRIDGE-SEA BIRDS AND MARINE
MAMMALS. DR..SUSAN SHANE-SEA onE.RS, DR. TOf'JtWIU-!AMS-S.EA
OTTERS, AND JANE KING-BOTTOM DWELLING MARINE ORGANISMS.
THIS INFORMATIVE PROGRAM WILL ALSO BE OPENED TO QUESTIONS EARLY
SO PLEASE COME AND TAKE PART IN THE MEETING.
REMEMBERI!!!! THE BOAT TRIP TO THE FARALLONE ISLANDS STILL HAS SOME
ROOM. AT $25 TO SEE 14 SPECIES OF NESTING BIRDS AND AT LEAST 10
.SPECIES OF MARINE MAMMALS- THIS TRIP IS A BARGAIN- SEPT. 9 OUT OF
HALFMOON BAY. CALL PRES. JERRY LOOMIS FOR YOUR RESERVATION AT
625-2120.
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SOUNDINGS
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY -MONTEREY
August meetinglll Marine Mammal Strandings in Monterey
County are becoming more and more common due to a general
increase in certain animal populations. Wildlife Specialist- Lisa
Hoefler-will give us an insightful and informative talk on this
troublesome subject. Lisa is well versed on the subject as she
is currently employed by the Wildlife Center for the SPCA. Lisa
will be able to tell us what to do, and what not to do for these
unfortunate creatures.
MEETING!! AUGUST 31- FISHER HALL HOPKINS MARINE STATION
7:30 PM
FARALLONES TRlP SEPT. 9TH OUT OF HALF MOON BAY $25
'Meet. to car 'pool at K-Mart in Seaside, in the parking lot, at
. 5:45 AM. The boat Blue Horizon operated by Capt. Johns
sportfishing will leave the Halfmoon-Princeton harbor at
8:00 AM. On board will be naturalist's Alan Baldridge, Esta Lee
Albright and Jerry Loomis. Bring a lunch and dress' in layers. Its
an 8 hr. round trip. Those of you who signed up early will have
been contacted. If you weren,t send $25 to ACS c/o Jerry
Loomis Rt. 1 Box 62 Carmel, Ca. 93923. Phone 625-2120 for
additional info.
Spenn whale
Physeter macrocephalus
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SOUNDINGS
MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIhlY
An adull diving rhinoceros lluklel
closing in on a school of herring
DATE: THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1989
TIME: 7:30 P.M.
PLACE: FISHER LECTURE HALL, HOPKINS MARINE SfATION. PACIFIC GROVE
~: JERRY LOOMIS
TOPIC: LIFE IN A KELP FOREST: THE UNDERWATER WORLD OF POINT LOBOS
Jerry Loomlst marine naturalist extraordinaire t will present a slide show on the kelp forests
of Point Lobos Reserve. Jerry has been a diver for 20 yearst photographing underwater
life for 9 years. He's currently a ranger at Point Lobos Reservet president of the
Monterey Bay Chapter of the American :Cetacean Society and a volunteer gUide for the
Monterey Bay Aquarium.
DEADLINE FOR NEXT SOUNDINGS: SEPT. 28. Send to Debra Shearwatert P.O. Box
1445t Soquel, CA 95073
SEP 2C1989
Marine Mammal Observations from the Monterey Bay Region from
late April through July, 1989.
Compiled by Alan Baldridge
Introduction
Noteworthy during this period have been the early returns of
Blues and Humpbacks and frequent sightings. The confirmed
presence of Bottlenose dolphins along the beaches and good
numbers of Harbor Porpoise is encouraging. The most remark-
able report of all was the live-stranding of an adult Spotted
dolphin.
Gray Whale - On April 25 5 cow/calf pairs were observed from the
air (TD). There were 2 cow/calf pairs off the Marine Culture
Lab., Granite Canyon, Big Sur on May) and a pair at Cypress Pt.,
Pebble Beach on May 7 (AB,BH). Late individuals were seen at
Cypress Pt. on May 14 (AB,SB); at Partington Pt., Big Sur
May 15 (JV); NNW of Pt. Pinos, Pacific Grove on May 26 (NL).
Totally unseasonal individuals were off Pt. Lobos Reserve(small animals) June 11 (AB) and inside Monterey breakwater
June 2 (NL).
Blue Whale - Had returned to the Farallon Is. area by May 8 (NC).
In our area 1-2 were 5.2 mi. SW of Cypress Pt. on June 3 (RT)
and 1 was 4 mi. W of Pt. Sur on June 4 (RT). One from shore
at the kelp edge, Pt. Lobos on June 11 (AB,SB). On July 11
3 were at Granite Canyon (MH). On July 16 1 was 1-2 mi. W
of Pt. Lobos (NL). Up to 3 were seen during May aerial surveys
offshore Ano Nuevo Is. north to Pillar Pt., San Mateo Co. (TD).
Fin Whale - Singles reported during May offshore aerial surveys
between Ano Nuevo Is. and Pillar Pt., San Mateo Co. (TD).
Minke Whale - One seen from the air in Carmel Bay on April 27 (TD).
On May 15 2 swam together off Granite Canyon (MH). Singles
were at Cypress Pt. on May 2) (S&JH) , on June 24 1 mile north
of Lover's Pt., Pacific Grove and 1 mile SW of Pt. Pinos (RT).
On June 25 singles were 1.5 mi. W of Pt. Joe, Pebble Beach and
.25 mi. S of Cypress Pt. (RT). On JUly 11 one at Granite
Canyon (MH). 6 additional sightings during June-July in the
area (DL) - one of two animalS, the rest singles.
Humpback Wha~e - Aerial surveys during May revealed a max. of J
animals (TD). In our area 1 at "B" buoy off Fort Ord on June 2
(JBW). On June 5 a cow/calf pair was .5 mi. W of Pt. Joe in
20 fathoms (NL). On June 6, one at "B" buoy and on July J 2
were 2 mi. S of Capitola Pier, Santa Cruz Co. (RT). A cow/calf
pair was 2.5 mi. Sof Capitola Pier on July 12 (RT) and on July
17 (BW) and off Ft. Ord Soldier'S Club July 20 (RT). On July 23
one was .5 mi. W of Pt. Pinos (RT) and on July 24 again at
"B" buoy (RT). There were 10 additional sightings of l-J
animals June 6 - July JO (DL).
Sperm Whale - Rarely reported, although considered to be more
frequent than the few reports would suggest. To the north of
our area a 15 ft. male calf entered San Francisco Bay on May 9.
It died on May 10 and was necropsied on May 11. The complete
skeleton went to the Calif. Academy of Sciences. It showed
- 2 -
evidence of spinal deformity (Monterey Herald May II,
added details from Tom Kieckhefer). TWo slghtings, the
larger was of a pod of 7 animals, was observed during May
aerial surveys from Ano Nuevo Is. north to Pillar Pt. (TD).
Orca - On May 25 4-5 animals, Includi~ 2 ad. males, was 8.5 mi.
~ of Santa Cruz (NL) and on June 24 a pod of 8, including
2 ad. males, travelled S off Hurricane Pt., Big Sur (MWN&VD).
These two reports may ref~r to the same group. On JUly 11 a
single ad, male was off Granite Canyon (MH).
Pacific White-sided Dolphin - On June J 5-6 animals were 8 mi.
SW of Cypress Pt. (RT) and on June 10 50 were seen (Dt). On
June 16 15 plus were near II Bn buoy off Ft. Ord (RT) and on
June 20 2Q animals were seen (DL). On July 30 150 were ME of
Pt. Pinos in the Bay (CD). ---
Common Dolphin - The last of the overwintering animals were
"hundreds" inside the Bay near Monterey Harbor on April 27 (NC).
Bottlenose Dolphin - This species appears to have taken up near
year round residence in the Bay in very recent years. Up to
18 animals in two groups were at the Cement Ship, Aptos Beach,
Santa Cruz Co. on April 26, 27, and 29 (TD). On May 6-7 11
were in the same area (TD) and again on May 21 (TO). What was
probably the same school was at Monterey Dunes Colony, near Salinas
Rivermouth, on July 30 (6-8 animals, NL) and July 31 (10 animals,
DL).
Risso's Dolphin - Small groups, as usual, occur at this time of
year. On June 10 5-10 animals 1 mi. NW from Pt. Pinos (RT).
On June 14 6-8 animals were in only 15 fathoms off Monterey
Beach Hotel, Monterey (RT). Probably searching for spawning
squid. On June 21 20 animals (DL) and on June 22 60 were with
35 Pacific White-sided dolphins (DL). Finally 20 were reported
on July 11 (BW).
*** Pacific spotted Dolphin - On May 2 an ad. female of this abundant
tropical species live-stranded at Sunset Beach, Santa Cruz Co.
It was taken alive to Long Marine Lab., Univ. Calif., Santa Cruz,
where it died shortly afterwards. This is the first speci~en
for California. The species normally is found from southern
Baja California south throughout the Eastern Tropical Pacific(NB.TJ,Mont. Co. SPCA,RW,GW).
Unidentified Dolphin - On July 25 a small dolphin, with prominent
beak, beached itself three times along a stretch of beach at
Potrero Rd., Moss Landing. Each time a different group of
visitors returned the presumably sick animal to the water (SB).
Harbor porpoise - 3-5 animals were frequently seen close to shore
from Ft. Ord north to the Salinas Rivermouth in the two weeks
prior to May 26 (RT). On June 4 a neonate male was found dead
at Marina state Beach. Another similar individual was picked up
in Santa Cruz Co. (ED) and taken to UCSC on June 29. 10 were off
Sunset state Beach which is an area of concentration in the Bay
(FD). On July J 10-15 were 1 mi. W of Manressa State Beach,
Santa Cruz Co. (RT). On July 11 2-3 groups of 5-10 animals
each were seen between Moss Landing and Salinas Rivermouth (RT).
- ) -On July 20, many groups of 2-5 were seen between Ft. Ord
Soldier's Club and Rio del Mar, Santa Cruz Co., generally along
the 15 fathom curve, but one group was 7 mi. off Moss Landing
in 90 fathoms (RT). On July )1 8-10 animals were close to
Monterey Dunes Colony (RT,DL).
Dall's Porpoise - On May 24 an adult male. almost 7 feet in length
was found (Tong dead) near Ft. Joe, Pebble Beach. It had v. worn
teeth. It was the first beach-cast animal locally in several years
Buried by Pebble Beach Corporation (BR,AB). On May 29 8-10
animals were in 6 fathoms, unusually close to shore, 5 mi. Wof
the south boundary marker at Ft. Ord (RT). Small groups were
reported at all the usual areas along canyon edges in the
outer reaches of the Bay.
Pinnipeds
Harbor Seal - On May 7 a census in Pebble Beach showed 164 adults
and 47 pups at Cypress pt., Fanshell Beach and Seal Rock (BH).
A Pt. Lobos Reserve count showed 150 seals including ).0 pups
on May 28 (GKL). On July 21, a very small weaner was-round at
Moss Landing Harbor entrance. It later died (SB, Mont. Co. SPCA).
Northern Elephant Seal - A remarkable count of 446 animals on the
beach at Gorda, Big Sur, on May 1st shows the extra-ordinary and
continuing increase in this species (JV).
California Sea Lion - At Pt. Lobos on June 11 66 animals, mostly
yearlings, were hauled out, not having migra-ted S to the breed-
ing range (AB).
Steller Sea Lion - One at sea 8 mi. W of Moss Landing on July 30.
This species is rarely seen in Monterey Bay nowadays (RT).
Formerly quite common.
Northern Fur Seal - On May 6 an untagged ad. female was picked up
alive at Andrew Molera State Park, Big Sur. It was taken to
the Calif. Marine Mammal Center, where it died on May 15th. It
is several years since one was picked u~ locally (Mont. Co. SPCA).
singles were seen at sea on July 10 (DL), July 23, the latter
8.5 mi. SW of Cypress Pt. (RT).
Bonus Species
Basking Shark - No records so far this year.
White Shark -On April 9 an individual, estimated to be 17 ft. in
length, was observed as it attacked, killed and consumed an
ad. Harbor Seal 1 mi. S of pt. Pinos buoy. The event was well
photographed during 12 mins. of observation (John Capella, Sun
star Aquatics).
Pacific Leatherback Turtle - With the beginning of the warm water
period, and an unusual influx of Pelagia jellyfish, turtle
sightingsbegan to come in as follows:- On June 16 one 2 mi. W
of Soldier's Club, Ft. Ord (HN); une 8.5 mi. S of Santa Cruz (RT)
on June 17; on June 22 and July 3, singles (DL). On July 9 one
a mile S of Santa Cruz (Derek and Stacey Bayliss) and another
one mile W of south boundary of Ft. Ord (RT) on July 18. Several
of these may be repeat sightings of the same individuals. The
- 4 -
tracks of a "huge" turtle were found on the beach at Zmudowski
State Beach north of Moss Landing on June 6. Observer Ranger
Dave Rodriguez is familiar with breeding turtles in the tropics.
No turtle was seen.
Green{Rid1ey? Turtle - On May 2) a large turtle was observed in the
ke p beds off Otter pt., Pacific Grove. The animal swam away when
disturbed. A remarkable sighting (Gary Goulart, Silver Prince).
Giant S%uid - An 8 foot, )0 lb Morotmthis was found alive but
mori und in Cannery Row kelp beds. Photographed and taken to
Hopkins Marine Station (Monteey Herald May )0 1989.
Contributors:
AB-A.Baldridge; SB-S. Baldridge; NB-N. Black; NC-N. Crane;
CD-C. Dennie; TD-T. Dohl; VD-V. Dollarhide; ED-E. Dorfman;
MH-M. Harris; S&JH-S. & J. Harrison; BH-B. Huettmann;
TJ-T. Jefferson; DL-D. Lemon; NL-N. Lemon; GKL-G.K.Loomis;
HN-H. Neece; MWN-M.W. Newcomer; RT-R. Ternullo; JV-J.Vandevere;
RW-R. Wells; BW-B. Williamson; JBW-J.B. Williamson; GW-G. Worthy.
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SOUNDINGS
RMERICRN CETACERN SOCIETY - MONTEREY BRY
CHRPTER
MEETING - OCTOBER 26 - FISHER HRLL HOPKINS MRRINE STRTION - 7:30 PM
Gillnets: The Second Biggest Killer
Second only to the tremondous number of dolphins which die in nets,
gillnets result In the more deaths of small cetaceans than any other
form of human Impect to ceteceens. Worldwide, thousands of porpoises
die ennually In set and drift glllnels, and some populations may haue
been reduced beyond the point of recoulry. An estimated 200-300
harbor porpoise die along the California coast each year, Including
recent uneHpected kills In Monterey Bay. The speaker will discuss the
seuerlty of the problem of cetacean Incidental glllnet entenglement,
and suggest some possible auenues for solutions.
Gregory Silber Is currently completing a Ph.D. In Biology at the
Unluerslty of California, Santa Cruz. His research Interests Include
harbor porpoises (fbocoena Ilbocoencd In Monterey Bay Ind the
endangered 6ulf of California harbor porpoise (lbocoeno linus). He has
studied marine mammals for ten years, Including humpback, bOWhead,
and gray Whales.
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SOUNDINGS
DATE: THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1989 TIME: 7:30 P.M.
PLACE: FISHER LECTURE HALL, HOPKINS MARINE STATION, PACIFIC GROVE
SPEAKER: jO GUERRERO, graduate, Moss Landing Marine Laboratories, California State
University
TOPIC: AIRBORNE OVER THE ARCfIC ICE: BOWHEAD WHALE STUDIES OFf
NORTHERN ALASKA AND THE CANADIAN NORTHWEST TERRITORIES
Jo is an independent whale biologist and instructor with the Center for Field Studies. She
is a member of the Board of the Monterey Bay Chapter of ACS. Her talk will include a
discussion of Bowhead Whale biology, oil drilling in the Arctic and eskimo whaling. Her
study area ranged from Pt. Barrow, Ahiska east to Tuktayaktuk, NWT., Canada.
PLEASE NOTE: The November 30th meeting is a combination meeting for the months of
November/December. There will be no December meeting. The next meeting wHl be on
January 25, 1990. Enjoy the Holidays-be sure to watch for Gray Whales on their
southward migration!
DEADLINE fOR NEXT SOUNDINGS IS DECEMBER 30, 1989. Please send submissions to
Debra Shearwater, P.O. Box 1445, lat.lcDG BluME STATION UBRARY fiEe 1 1989
DISPLAY MODULE BECOMES A REALITY
The Monterey Bay Chapter received some good news from the National Pro-Am Youth Fund
regarding our grant request for a mobile display unit. A generous grant of $1500 was
awarded on August 22, to assist us in accomplishing this education project. Our Board
has expressed a need for a portable display unit which can be easily transported and set up
during environmental functions. Its purpose is to inform the public of our objectives and
other general information concerning marine mammals of the Monterey Bay area. At
present, our educational committee is obtaining some ideas and expertise on what the unit
will contain.
This grant follows an award last year from the Pro-Am Youth fund for $1200 to provide our
local schools with Gray Whale Teaching Kits. Last year the Gray Whale migration along
the California coast, especially In the waters of Monterey Bay, stimulated considerable
interest with the general public and particularly with school age children. As a result of
this interest, many students and teachers requested information concerning marine
;'1:.\lllll1als rrom our organization.
Using the lIlonies of this grant, we have procured these kits. They will be distributed to
t)llr local schools during the months of October and November to coincide with the fall
migration. -Jim Willoughby
REPORT OF THE NOMINATING COMMITTEE
\Ye wish to thank the following people for accepting nominations for officers of the
lvlonterey Bay Chapter for 1990:
President: Jim Willoughby
Vice-President: Diane GUm
Secretary: Anne Bloxom
Treasurer: Bob Huettmann
Membership: Merilyn Georgevich
jim has served as vice-president for the past 2 years. A retired science teacher, he has
led the chapter into more activity and support to local education. He gathered and
distributed classroom materials about whales and ACS to public schools. He was
responsible for two funding grants to the chapter- one to provide Gray Whale Teaching
Kits to libraries, and another to create a portable display unit to present chapter
information at local events.
Diane, Anne, and Bob have been active Beachwatchers. You may have seen them many
times at the harbor seal pupping site last spring. Anne served the chapter as secretary
during most of 1989. Bob has been a most organized treasurer for even longer. Diane
and Bernie GHm are active ACS members in addition to being new parents: daughter Ayla
was born Oct. 27.
Merilyn was Special Events Chairperson and organized whalewatch trips, information
tables at conferences, and many events that make this chapter" tick. n She will have help
with membership from last year's able chairperson, Marian LaRosa.
Election of officers will be at the January 25, 1990 meeting. Additional nominations can
be made from the floor. Also, we have committee memberships that need to be filled. If
YOU would like to contribute your talents by helping with special events, newsletter, or
general support, please let one of us know!! -Nominating Committee: Esta Lee Albright
(375-1658), Mary Rodriguez, Marian LaRosa
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1989 HARBm~ ~.G.AL__~.l.RTHING SEASON ;:., ;'~~'i~~f:_$~ .~ ..,'.:0;, f··~:i~ .,.~.. -:_1~. ·.i'l,·:...··" ~t" '.. , 'I,' ,:,.:!~CYPRESS POINT AREA PEBBLE §EACH, CA ~!:~~~~l.~
';'... '~':'~..:.I."''''~ .'J".,-..'';"r;r...,..... .~It
Dates - The ·f irst. pup seen on any o·f t.he beaches was spot.ted at
Cypress Point Lookout on March 23. This is early in the season
but is explained by the f~ct that it was a premature baby with
the loog whit~ embryonal coat. The first full-term birth was
.C\\ong t:.he r:~/pl"'r;~ss Point. Club -fc.dY'w~ys on 11arch 31, sli9h~.ly
'~..:\j' t lL'I' t'.h,.,,, '_Isual. Th,.:) f il";!:. bit,tll a I:. CYPY'0SS F'oirll~ Lookol.\t:, ~'Ji.\S
on PlpY" i \ 5 and d L SOLI t.h F -'\1151101 l on r\pr i 1 7. Beachwatch st.art.ed
docent. dut.y .:.-\1:. Cypr~s'3 Point:, Lookout:. on Apr-!l 6 and continued
daily through May 21. Fencin~ erected to protect the animals was
left up for a longer period.
Preparat.ion In Februar'y, r·epresentat.ives ~r'om the S.P.c.~..
and Beachwat.ch roet. Io'Jit.h Bob L-:I? of t.he Forest. Services Div. of ....
Pebble Beach Company. We had plcmned t.o e~{plain the problems to
Mr. Len but he was awaro of mo~t of t.hem from obserVing the 1988
Qpera~ion. His planning and problem solving made this the best
year ever for t.he harbor seals and for the Beachwatch volunteers.
Pebble Beach Co. provided an eight-foot high cyclone ~ence with
black screening to completely close o~~ and hide the seals at s.
Fanshell turnout, the problem spot for the three previous years.
Pebble Beach Co. built a new wire ~ence at Cypress Point Lookout
placing snow fencing on it for screening, and provided 5ign&1
barricades, and radio communications. All major projects were
complet.ed by the start. o~ the pupping season and new.minor
problems that developed were solved immediately. The immense
preparations done ~or this year made the birthing season a great
success.
Activities - Beachwatch set up volunteer schedules of two hour
shifts from 8 1 00 am to 8100 pm with two volunteers on each shlft
for the first four weeks. The remaining weeks had one or two
volunteers per shift depending on the busy hours. Cypress Pt.
Lookout was the only place the volunteers were utilized this
year. Beachwatch provided an information signboard and a few
small "Quiet. Please" signs.
The first. week started well. The volunteers found they
could spend most of their time being docents, answering questions
and teaching the pUblic about harbor seals. The few times they
had to act as policemen were t.o keep people off the fence or keep
people quiet. The first week is the most critical for seal pups.
The mothers were very easily spooked by noise and movements and
stampeded to the water occasionally when the public did
relat.ively minor things. Fortuna~ely, no pups that we know about
were injured by being crushed in a stampede a~ any time during
t.he season.
The first weekend brought some traffic gridlock in the
parking area of ~he lookout. A 9uick discussion with Pebble
Beach Company and it was dete~mined to barricade the tu~noTf
allowing walk-ins only on weekends and Friday afternoons. The
information signboard was moved to the entrance road so that
-,
the season there were no serious problems. Happily~
was never used for emergency purposes - just lockouts
problems. It was a great year for seals and humans
people walking in would read the information before reaching the
F0nces. All Volunteers remarked how better behaved the public
'·j,\S at. t.hese t. i wes. Educ""c.i on in advance WaS t.he key. There
\;/0r\:? no slamming car doors, no cat... hor'ns or alarms, just. quiet.,
int~rested people.
This year the majority of the births at Cypress Pt. Lookout
W8re during daylight hours so the volunteers and public were
t.r·eat.ed t.o witnessing about 15 births. As t.he weeks passed, t.he
animals became calmer and more accep~ing of t.he thousands of
people watching them daily. Stampedes that occurred later were
g!c-)".erally caused by 100~-flying air·cr·aft., accident.al car hur'lIs,
',;.:~o::>10 0:1;" ck~ci' I'J\"' t.hi'~ cliff br.?hind t.he house abovQ the bli?':'h.l •. UI
fur C.~l\~>L:S 11K' could not. d~t.er·rlline. 1'"\ pr·jilll? sLlr·vivi.\1 insl;.incL Or
·;~f.c!:ils is to r'UD in~tant.ly when anot.her· seal runs, evon if t}H~Y
don't know why the first seal is running.
As in preVious years, the volunteers were often highly
praised by the pUbl ic -for' "being t.her·e" , for' ans~,er'ing their'
'~uestions, and giving them a new insight into what was a
..,~/st.erioLls I~ildlife ·For·m. Man~' people said t.hat seeing the seals
was the highlight o-f their Seventeen Mile Drive trip. There were
several tiffies when, from the -fence, an individual could see four
~pccie5 Q~ marine mammals at one time - harbor saa\s, sea otters,
sea lions, and gr~y whales.
The last two pups were born on April 30 after five days
without a birth. As we went into May, the older pups started
using the lagoon below the ocean-facing fence and some pups were
being weaned. Beachwatch continued providing volunteers through
May 21.
During
t.he radio
and tr'aff ic
aliLc.
During the entire season I daily checked the seals at s.
Fanshell looking for abandoned pups or other' troubles but never
found problems and definately had the feeling that the seals
loved that area as they were very relaxed and seldom spotted me
because they werenJt watching for people.
Census There is a second area of Pebble Beach where harbor
seals are born' Stillwater Cove, a secluded area not seen by
tourists and not felt to be threatened by humans. Our concern is
tho greater Cypress Point nursery ~rea.
Cvpress Point. Harbor Seal Pup Count
/. incr.
4/30/87 4/25/88 4/26/89 over 1988
C'Ipr'ess Point Loo~~oLl~ 20 19 29 52.6 %
Cyprt?ss Point 1301 of Club 40 51 33 -32.2 I.
So. Fanshell Outer Cove 3 19 31 63.1 Yo
So. Fanshel'l Inner Cove 10 8 B 0.0 I.
Seal Rock no count
73
3
100
14
115
366.6 %
15.0 I.
take as a measure of our success
of abandoned pups picked up.
at S. Fanshell. There were n2
Lookout while Beachwatch was
The annual count is made the last week of April to get a
good idea how the popUlation is doing. The tast two years has
shown that more pups are born after the count but only about 5
percent more. We will continue to count the last week of April
because the pups are smaller and easier to count since they stay
with their mothers and are not exploring or playing with other
pups as they do in May.
The big change this year was the decrease at the golf course
and the increase at the S. Fanshell outer cove. There are two
explainations
'
1) The golf course is getting twice the number of
golfers this year than ever before and 2) The black fence at S.
Fanshell outer cove made the cove completely hidden. Probably
the expectant mothers scouting the two places decided S. Fanshell
was the better choice. Proof of their satisfaction with the
outer cove is that on May 4 there were 105 sleeping animals on
the beach as well as a few on the rocks and a few in the water.
The great crowding of animals and the size of the pups at this
time made it impossible to count just pups.
The past several years we have considered Seal Rock the
hangout for the male harbor seals during the pupping season.
Last year we were surprised to see three pups there but did not
enter them in the count. This year on count day there were 14 in
view on Seal Roc'k so we must now consider it a birthing area. I
have added the three to last year~s count.
Abandoned pyps - One factor we
this year is the smaller number
There were ~ abandoned pups
abandoned pups at Cypress Pt.
mobilized.
1) Thurs. March 23, 10'00 am - a premature abandoned male
pup was on the beach and in the shore swells at Cypress Point
Lookout. CMMC requested it be left overnight so that it had a
chance of reuniting with it~s mother. The follOWing morning it
was stuck in a crevice in the rocks by the high tide swells
during the night so I picked it up and transported it to the
SPCA. The CMMC came for itl named him "S~uish" and it is doing
well at this writing.
2) Wed. May 3 1 2 1 30 pm - For several days before this we
watched a st~ange behavior between mother and pup. The pup did
not want to'enter the water and the motherl in trying to force it
to the water I kept crawling right on top of the pup. It seemed
injured as it had trouble crawling on the sand. Often it tried
to crawl away from its mother as though afraid of her. At other
times when it wanted to nurse l the mother refused to nurse it
although it was seen nursing briefly once or twice. There was
much discussion as to ever picking up a pup that was not
abandoned by its mother. (Kidnapping l Mother~s anguish l etc.)
About the third day the mother deserted the pup for 5 hours
(something mothers of pups this young never do). I called Lisa
Hoefler of the SPCA I who came to look at the pup. She said that
the skinny little thing would die if not picked up. We decided
to try to pick it up the next day if the mother again deserted it
at low tide. The mother did indeed leave it high on the beach at
the f~r end wh~re no other animals were, so I picked it up. From
SPCr-., t.he CMMC t.ook it. north, naroed her "Lisa", but it died
sometime later of enteritis.
3) Sun. May 7, 5:30 pm - Called by SPCA to look at a pup in
Stillwater Cove along the 18th fairway of Pebble Beach Golf
Links. The little male had laid there over five hours. Based on
~~he"..hrivelC:.\d, dr'y umbilicus, this pup ,,~as about. 5 days old, yet
~npe3rad to have never received a drop of milk. Il was living
'1( r : ~.:-; O\·n-, !."·ld" but. by nOl'l t.oo w[H\I~ t.o even r·ight. i tset f on UH:)
be.:,-:.:. I picl~~d it. up imrnediat~ly ':\rId Ct·1MC carl)e to the SPC(~ t.h ..,t.
~'·,m i n:J for' it.. It was named "Pebbl es" but:. t.hey w~"r'e unabl e t.o
-:.ave it..
Wo had several older abandoned pups that we watched for dayG
b'_It felt. t..hey could mala~ it sine!? t.hey had C"1uit.e a bit of f.:.\t. c:.md
were ~oen stoaling milk. I observed one abandoned pup ~t s.
r='''·;:~~'lr..'l1 il!l·:.:?I'· COVQ st.·dr(1 around ·for· 20 ini ..... l.Iti?s cr"~/ing and tr'yifl9
h.1 -~"'!'cach rnot.hC?...·s ""i th pups but. being roi str'eated by C:\ I 1
rnot~.1": !:'l" s. It. f ina11 y appr'oached a roother nusr i ng a pup. The
fIlO t-l-, I::'" Srnr: 11 'ood to.he cr·y i 1"113 pup, t.LIr-ned, hit. I and bit. t.he pup she
was ·,II.I ...·sing, ent.er·ed the water' wit.h t.he cr'ying pup, nuzzled il;.l
and swam off with it, leaving the nursed pup now the abandoned
pup. None of these older abandoned pups were ever seen in
trouble and are assumed to have made it to juvenile status.
Tragedies Most years we have seen three or four dead pups in
Ollt"' observed areas, oft·en bei ng dragged around by the mothers.
This year the only dead pup in our areas was in the water at
Cypre~s Pt. Lookout on the same day as our first live full-term
hi r·th !:.her·e .- Apr i 1 5, the day before Beachwatch mobil i zed. A
bloated pup washed in several days later for two days but I
beliove it was the same one. Weeks later a dead pup was reported
at Bird Rock beach and several headless pups were found on both
sides of Carmel Bay, thought by Calif. F ~ G to be the work of
one or' more great whi t.e sharks spotted in the bay that weel<.
Since a pup accidentally trampled to death is often dragged
around in its motharls mouth for several days, and we saw none of
that lhis year in our areas, the new and better fences must have
done the right job. Freedom from disturbance means everything to
puppil"9 seals.
Our Thanks - To Bob Lee and Gene Fryberger of Pebble Beach
Co. for making the biggest contribution to the success of the
season. To Pebble Beach Security rangers and Property Services
cr'ews for their fast actions when we wanted something. To the
Beachwatch volunteers that stood in the cold and cheerfUlly
soothed and educated the publ ic for' nearly 1100 man-hours. And
especially to Gianna Malysa l our phone coordinator, without whom
Our mission would have been a disaster, and who ended up putting
in more hours as docent than anyone. It took you all to make
this season run so well. Thank youl Thank you l one and alll
Bob Huettmann
MARIIE MAMMAL SIGHTINIB - LATE JULY THROUGH OCTOBER 1989
Compiltd bV Alin Ba1dr1dg. and Nmoy Black
This ptriod In th. fall oomb1ntS the v.at.1t c.taoNn ibundano. with the btst wathtr for observation
and boat trip opportunitfts. Albacor. fishing 'WIS poor for Monttrty boats this lJ.ar. Highlights hay. bun
wg. numbtrs ofblu. whalts, as 'Wtn as I\umpb&oks and mtnkts. Mtdia mel public Itttntfon fooustel on 1M
two b.aked walts Mt!em1od9n sp. ricov.rtd .liv. at San Franotsoo and mafnt.fntd with .x1ra-ordfnarv
.fforts at Mar1nt World in Ya1t.jo. Thtst t",o "'w, _'" followed by a ~l)II\\I sptrm ""'alt from
Pajaro Dun.. b.ach, whioh was lik.'W'i'1 ktpt altv. for a long ptnod. Oroa r.ports w.r. f.w and w. had
no Baird's beakld 'Whalts this fall.
Tht folto'W1n9 tablt inoludes marint mammal s19htings plotttd on the ohIrt of Monttrt\l BIV bv tht ohart
ood. 111t.d fn the tabl.. .
SPECIES CHART CODE DATE -MIMALS 088£R¥ER
81ue Whal0 B1 7/23/89 10 DSl
92 815/89 20-30 RT
B3 8171M 8-10 DL
B4 8/9/89 3 8S
83 8/191M 7(4 DIn's) SHJ
B6 812119 3-6 .N
87 8121189 3-4 ~
B8 8121/89 12 NL
B9 8128/89 3 PM
B10 913189 4 SHJ
Bll 913189 1 S~
B12 9/8/89 5 SHJ
B13 918189 4 ~
B14 9/9/89 6 SHJ
815 918-9/89 2+ 8&JH
816 9/9/89 1 SHJ
817 9/10189 1 SHJ
B18 9/11/89 1 SHJ
819 9/17/89 2 SHJ
B20 9/19/89 2 AS
821 9123189 2 SHJ
B22 9124/89 3 III
823 9130/89 2 SHJ
824 9110/89 2 SHJ
B~ 9nO/89 4 ~
826 10/6189 2 NB
B27 1017189 4 N8
B28 10/8/89 2 SHJ
829 10/8189 2 SHJ
B!O 10/10/9 2 ~
931 10/12189 2 NB
m 10/14189 2 SHJ
833 10/14/89 2 SHJ
Extra-orci1nal1 nurnbtrs 'WIrt rtpOr'ttd in ctntn1 ca1ifornil thts \lIar. ~ offlhort survt\J 'Work
aboIrd tht NOAA Vlntl t:WlIr:. Frt.OlIO ~tw'Hn Pt. Conoeption and N.wport, Ortgon then wtr. 9
si9httn9S of 22 animals. On August 9, 100-150 lar1t 'ilMlts, rnostlv bluH wert rtpOrttd bv C. Dtnnit
from tIl• .-.. to mfles south of Pt. 811 to to milts north of pt. 811. Outsfdt of our ....1 to tM north •
frlSh blut ..malt was dNd on tht btaoh at pt. R!\ItS National Stuhor. on !!pt. 2. I
I
I
J
Fin Yhale f1 1/23/89 7 DBl
Ml 7/30/89 1 DC
M2 8/19/99 2 SHJ
M3 8/10/99 3 Dl
M4 9/9/89 I SHJ
M5 9/17/89 1 SHJ
M6 9/23/89 1 SHJ
M7 10/12/89 1 NB
Thtre wtre OOffitrOUS reports of singlt animals and 13 sightinos with a max of 3 west of Pt. Pinos.
Humpback Vhal~ HI 7/23/89 7 Del
H2 8/2189 3 RT
H3 8/14189 1 SHJ
H4 9/22/99 2-3 CB
H5 9/11/89 3 SHJ
H6 9/17/89 3 SHJ
H7 1016/89 1 RT
H8 10/6/89 1 NB
H9 1017/89 1 SHJ
Hl0 10/15/99 1 SHJ
There were a~ 23 sightings involving 47 individuals July 23-August 4 (DBL).
Gray 'Alhal. Gl 8/21/89 1 CHB
02 10/6/89 1 TN
Oroa 01 5/13/89 ~ DL
02 8/23/89 3 RT
03 10/15/99 2 Dl
.<*~
~~
Paoifio whiM-sided Dolphin
Ll P1
~~~ ~~
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
Pl1
P12
8/22/99
9/24/89
9/3189
9/8/89·
9/9/89
9/10/a9
9/17/89
9123189
10/1/89
1017/89
10/8/89
10/15/89
15
100
200
12
30
300
20
6
4000
10
300
SHJ
Dl
SHJ
SHJ
SHJ
SHJ
SHJ
SHJ
SHJ
SHJ
SHJ
DL
Risso's Dolphin R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
R11
R12
R13
8/9/89
8/11/99
913/99
9/8/99
9/17/89
9/23/89
9/24/89
9/30/89
10/3/89
10/6/89
10/15/89
10/20/89
50
100
80
20
100
50
40
100
30
100
50
Dl
RT
SHJ
SHJ
SHJ
SHJ
SHJ
RT
Dl
NB
SHJ
AB
Dl
Northern Rt9ht \lhal. Dolphin
N1
N2
9/24189
10/1/89
50
50
SHJ
SHJ
87
84
62
Pt Sur
Ht
6le
B29
H5 831
1000F
PS
R2 H7
M3
PI
Rt3 MI
M4 MS
630
69
M6
~
Santa Cruz
Bottltmose Dolphin T1
T2
T3
9/6/89
9/2"&/89
10/14189
8-10
15
10-12
ESB
OR
DR
oall's Porpoise
In addition to the usual observations of small numbers alono oanyon rims, on August 18, 2 Wrt 'Well
insfdt Monterey Bay 2 miles west of M.rina State Beaoh (RT). On Oot. 7 a group of 3 offshore inoludtd a
ea" (RT).
Harbor Porpoise
On Sept. 30 'WMle fishing the inner Bay (northeast) ~t'W"n 50-80 animals wtre 5ttn in numerous small
groups of 5-1a individua15 (RT).
Pygmy Sperm Vhal.
On Aug. 31 a 1.8m young malt was found alive at PaJaro Dunes Beach, santa Cruz Co. and taken to Long
Manne Laboratory. In late Sept. it was moved to larger facilities at Manll9 World in Yanejo, where it
died of a lung aUment on Oot. 31. At 61 days in captivity its survival was amon9 the longest yet for this
rare species. Previous long captive survivals havt bttn in tM southtut U.S. WMr. it stnnds mort
fnquent",. Ther. are onlll a handful of California rtoords. The speoMs last stranded in Montert'.! Balj in
1970 wh.n singlts cam. in alive at Pajaro Dunts on Mlroh 27 and dtlld It Dtl Montt etach, Mont.rty on
Deo.29. The formtr individual survived 24 hours in a tank at Moss LandiOC) Mann. Labs. It has only onot
bHn conv1notng1'.l rtporttd It SN in our Irea. UCSC and Martnt World In to bt COncp-ltulattd on the
sk111s shown in ktepfn9 this 1nd1vfdualaltvt for so long and oontributing to our know~ of it. Y1rtua1}v
all that \If. know world 'Wid. OOI'MS from strandfngs, for it is e><irtmtly difflo\llt to ~tt and obstrvt It
sea. Thts individual \ias 10r a time thought to bi an txample of the nfarly identical Dwarf sperm whale
and 'Was rtporttd u suoh tn the ntwspap.rs (AB).
Bellk~d Vhllln - Hesoplodon sp.
On August 24, 2 imrMturt malH 9 and la' in ltngth strindtd alive tog.th.r on OCNn Beach, San
Franotsoo. Thty ow.,.t tum to Mv1nt "crld in Yallejo \llbtrt tM tXva-ordiMnj tffons of
Vittrlnarians, biologists and volunteers kIPt them a11v. for a rQCOrd 25 days whtn tht ~nd antmal
ditd. At the timt of wrtting it is unolear .."hat species 'lias inVOlved but Blainvil1ts, Heotor's and Hubbs
btaktd whales hav~ all ooourred prtviously, a1thou~h all art v.ry rare. Ontv adult males art tuily
Identified and 1mmaturts with unerupted teeth can probably be idif\tiftM only by skull charaetors.
Ptnntpeds
Nortbera Elephant 8Ml - Afew scattered observations of s1ng~ animals at sea. As usual thtrt is no
appMtnt oomlation btt'YI"n the immense numbers onshort and the tiny numbers SHn at fta off our
coast.
Cliltforntli S.a Lion - Montert" BrealeYattr oounts tnoluded 220 on August 19 and 400 by S.pt. 24
(AB).
Steller Sea Lion - On AU9. 5,2 at Sfa 8 milts southw.st of Santa Cruz (RT). This .oits is rlr.ly
Htn in Mon~ Bav novldays, although still found at /\no Nutvo Island, San Mateo Co. in rtckmH
numbers.
Northera Fur Selll - Singlt individuals at sta off pt. Sur on July 23 (DL) and OCt. 7(RT).
80IftJS SPECIES
Vhft. Shark - On Oct. 6, a 15'S" ftmal. ",as killed 10 a gmntt off Davtnport. It 'Wu brought into Santa
Cruz harbor (H.rald Oct. 9 photo). Stomach cont.nt, tnoludtd 2 harbor porpoist.
Paotfto b.th.rHotc Turtle - Tht dtsoov,rll of no f.w,r thin 3 of thtst turtles dtad on looa1
Haohts, to In proNbntty gf1lntt viottms was d1sturb1n9 (tilt &<Iults art thOU9ht to han no natural
.ntmits at Ha). TtmJ 'lit,. as (0110",.: ntar Moss Landing Hartnt Labs on Aug. 2"& and "&1 (ESB). Askull
vas col1fcttd from tht lltttr, for Mo,s Landing ~1nt Lab,. On 1\u9. 27 OM dt.cf in kelp off 'Whaler',
Cov', pt. Lobes. It was r.tritved on Aug. 30 (OKL). Thort "'fre only hrto at Ita rtpOrts, of one 2 milts
",..t of Moss Landin9 on Aug. 8 CRT) and OM 2 milt' off Sllfnas Rivtrmouth 1\u9. 9 (Dan Capp on the
"Kim"). TMSt ncords art far fevtr thIn during tht btst eVtr ytar for this sptc;its in 1989. To tht
north in tht Gulf of tht Farallonts it has bt.n a "banner year" fer them (Maro "'tbbtr).
Ooe. Baafuh - On OCt. 2 an individual of Itgtndary proportions, est. at 1500 lbs. \ias Sttn 10 tht Bill
(DL).
Contributors: AS - A. Baldridg., E58 - E.S. Baldridg., CB - C. Banoroft, CHB - C.H. Baxter, NB - N. Black,
J.e. - J. Bruf99fMan, DC - D. Crawford, CD - C. D.nnit, s&JH - s&J. Harrtson, B&JH - B&J. Htld, Dl -
D.ltmOn, Nl- N. Ltmon, DBL - D.B.l.~is, GKl- O.K. Loomis, PM - P. Muon, HN - H. Nttot, DR - O.
Rocfri9u,z, SS - S. Shan., RT - R. Turnuno, SHJ - ShNr'Wat.r Journt"., J'yJ - J. 'vi.....
MONTEREY BAY CHAFfER BOARD
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-\ddress _
YOU CAN JOIN THE
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY
__ Active, $25
__ Foreign, $30
(in U.S. Currency)
-------~---------------. --------------,I
I
I
I
Same' _
Address _
City _
State Zip, _
y~;~ can give membership co a friend!
\X c 11 send a card in your name to:
:'amc; _
Type of Membership:
__ Patron. $500
~__Contributing, $250
__Supporting. $75
City State__ Zi.....p__
-\mounr.-t From _
Check Credit Card #
----_.....:....._--
::xpires Signature _
::.ct~m to Membership Secretary. The American Cetacean
~oclety. Post Office Box 2639, San Pedro, CA 90731
._-----------------------------------~
